WARREN CENTRAL SCHOOL
BOOK LIST 2015

NB: All students will need a scientific calculator. These can be purchased from the school office for $21.00

Students are expected to have their own pens, pencils and glue.

Please note metal rulers are not allowed.

YEAR 7 & 8  STAGE 4

Science       -  A4 Spiral book- large
English       -  2 x 128 page exercise books
History       -  A4 spiral book - large
Geography     -  A4 spiral book – large (preferably a book with world map on inside cover)
PDHPE         -  A4 spiral book- large
Music         -  96 page music book
LOTE          -  96 page exercise book +  A5 Visual Diary
Mathematics   -  A4 Spiral book (large)  
                Geometry set, Math-O-Matt + 
                Casio Scientific Calculator—purchase from Front Office

Technology Mandatory -  2 x A4 display folders. +  1 x 64 page exercise book or small spiral book.

Students will also need the following items;
•  A student diary
•  2 display folders for assignments
•  USB – 8 GB